Physical Security in K‐12 Education Should Be

Easy to Use
Increasing demands on fewer staff have become daily life in K‐12
education. The last thing schools need to worry about is whether staff can
operate complex physical security solutions, especially during
emergencies. Tools that enable schools to work smarter are critical. ICON
Cloud Solutions’ Visual Cloud powered by VSS Alloy™ is a robust security
management solution that is purpose‐built for school districts: easy to use,
easy to maintain, powerfully flexible.

A Single, Integrated Solution for All Your Needs
Visual Cloud is a network‐based solution that provides
a single portal to manage all surveillance cameras,
access controls, productivity tools such as grading and
attendance programs, and school intranet sites.








Video Paging: Live video streams are automatically
pushed out to designated first‐responders so staff
is alerted to incidents without having to monitor
cameras continuously.
Hybrid: Bridge your existing analog technologies
while phasing in IP cameras and controls as budget
allows.
Easy Training: Train staff on primary functionality
in under 10 minutes.
Visitor Lookups: Simple access to Sex Offender
lookups to ensure students and staff are safe.
Multiple Profile Levels: Each school and each staff
member is assigned a profile level that grants
appropriate access to their area of responsibility.

ICON’s Visual Cloud Integrated Mapping functionality with centralized, web‐based access allows users to navigate all live
camera streams using individual school floor plans and campus maps. Hovering over any camera icon on a map instantly
displays a live video thumbnail. The combination of cloud access to live and historical camera views at all schools in a
district along with best of breed local recording and archiving provides your district with a single portal to manage all
surveillance cameras. With Video Paging, any physical security system (intrusion detection, fire, call boxes, emergency
exits, etc.) can be “video enabled” to provide automated, live video pop‐up alerts to designated personnel’s workstations
in response to a detected incident. The integration possibilities and scalability of ICON’s Visual Cloud powered by VSS
Alloy™ are virtually limitless, including not only physical security solutions and productivity tools, but also facilities
management applications such as HVAC and lighting controls.
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